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HANDICAPPING
THE HALL

Who Will Make it to Canastota, Who Won’t and Who Still Has a Chance
By Jason Langendorf

roucho Marx once remarked, “I wouldn’t want to belong to any club that would have me
as a member.” The International Boxing Hall of Fame contains its share of characters,
shady and otherwise, but in a sport that prefers to wear its color on its cut-off shirtsleeves,
a little grime is a good thing. More importantly, the Hall is the institution of record for
rewarding meritorious service in the sweet science – the honor-bestower to which inductees keep returning
in Canastota, New York every June. It ain’t perfect, but it’s still the place to be.
Because fighters’ careers are fluid, shifts can be sudden and settled law is open to smudging at a later date,
there are few foregone conclusions among active IBHOF candidates-in-waiting. The list: Manny Pacquiao,
Roman Gonzalez, Nonito Donaire, Terence Crawford, Vasiliy Lomachenko and Canelo Alvarez. That’s it.
But what of the rest? Which other current fighters have a shot? And what about those in for a rude
awakening, boxing’s faux royalty? In the wake of the 2019 Hall of Fame Weekend, we sort out the most
interesting cases in the pages ahead – the shoo-ins, the fence-sitters and the emperors with no clothes.
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ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET

Gennady Golovkin
The argument against Golovkin comes down to competition.
Over the first six years of his career, GGG fought an entire first shift
of European taxi drivers. And when his moment finally arrived,
Golovkin fell short – twice – against the only Hall of Fame fighter
he has faced. But that’s a tough beat. Golovkin, from Kazakhstan,
toiled in obscurity under poor representation early in his career,
never receiving a shot at top-10 middleweights and promotional
cousins Felix Sturm and Sebastian Zbik. And because he didn’t get
an American television fight until after turning 30, Golovkin was
still making his bones as a bankable fighter when the best at 160
pounds were cashing out. He came along too late for Kelly Pavlik
and Paul Williams, and stars Miguel Cotto, Sergio Martinez and
Julio Cesar Chavez Jr. wanted no part of him.
The case for Golovkin is clearer: 35 stoppages in his first 36
fights. Twenty consecutive middleweight defenses, tying Bernard
Hopkins for most in middleweight history. Peak Tyson levels of inring savagery. Golovkin didn’t merely beat, but battered, the top
competitors he faced during his prime. At just shy of 35, Golovkin
unified the title with a win over his best opponent to that point,
Daniel Jacobs. When he finally landed his white whale, Canelo
Alvarez, Golovkin was exiting his prime and still arguably did
enough to win in what were ruled a draw and a decision loss –
both hotly disputed. Oh, and Golovkin’s goofy charm and chummy
relationship with the media? They matter. Welcome to Canastota,
good boy.

Guillermo Rigondeaux
A defensive specialist whose punch rate checks in just a tick
above somnambulant, Rigondeaux makes opponents miss with all
the efficiency and showmanship of a CPA filling out tax forms. He
has recoiled at the notion of a style tweak, refusing to swap a bit of
craft for a smidgen of the caveman stuff. And because the Cuban
doesn’t speak English, he can’t even work the heel angle in boxing’s
viewing hotbeds of the U.S. and Europe. The result: disinterested
fans, frustrated promoters and the rare A-grade opponent willing to
risk his hide for less than a blockbuster return. In his only marquee
win as a professional, Rigondeaux skunked out Nonito Donaire in
a lopsided, lifeless decision.
But even if “El Chacal” retired today, it’s likely the Hall
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would look fondly on his accomplishments. Although stuck in
Castro’s amateur system for years, Rigondeaux made the most of
it – including seven national bantamweight championships, two
Olympic gold medals and nearly 500 wins. That resume, combined
with boxing’s longest junior featherweight championship reign – six
years and counting – will be tough to snub.

Mikey Garcia
Hard to believe now, but it wasn’t until a few years ago that
most public mentions of Garcia’s name were preceded by the word
“untested” as a disclaimer of sorts. Through his first six-plus
years and 30 fights as a pro, Garcia was broken in against clublevel competition – not unusual for a fighter with a relatively light
amateur background. Even after knocking down featherweight
titlist Orlando Salido four times in 2013, skeptics grumbled that
fight officials had bailed out Garcia with an eight-round technical
decision after a Salido headbutt had broken the challenger’s nose.
A two-and-a-half-year layoff due to a promotional dispute
and what some consider to be a too-patient, overly technical style
likely dampen Garcia’s rep a bit. And a beatdown at the hands of
welterweight stud Errol Spence Jr. in March – Garcia’s first loss –
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brought his momentum to a full stop. But consider how he arrived
at that fight: leaping from 126 pounds to 147 over the course of
eight bouts and having won belts in four divisions – including junior
welterweight, where he remains the champ. Garcia’s doubters are
fresh out of red herrings.

But an undefeated record of 53-0 (18) that rivals those of Rocky
Marciano and Floyd Mayweather Jr. would carry weight in Canastota,
as would Menayothin’s 12 consecutive strawweight title defenses. He
isn’t done yet – Menayothin, 33, was signed by Golden Boy in July
and soon should make his stateside debut – but at this stage, he’s
more likely to pad his Hall of Fame resume than undercut it.

WAITING AT THE
VELVET ROPE

Juan Francisco Estrada
A late bloomer in the lower weight classes, Estrada starts off
with two strikes against his campaign. IBHOF voters tend to prefer
bigger, brand-name fighters, and even the supposed experts can be
influenced by voluminous win totals, alphabet organization trinkets
and major broadcast appearances.
What Estrada lacks in quantity, though, he makes up for in
quality. He avenged his first loss, an eight-round decision to Juan
Carlos Sanchez Jr. in his 19th fight, with a stoppage seven months
later. At age 22, Estrada dropped down from his natural 112 pounds
and took his first fight outside Mexico in a challenge of Roman
Gonzalez’s junior flyweight supremacy, an admirable performance
in a decision loss to a legend. Wins over former longtime titleholders
Brian Viloria, Giovani Segura and Carlos Cuadras followed. In
April, Estrada settled yet another score in his only other career
loss with a unanimous decision Srisaket Sor Rungvisai – who twice
toppled Gonzalez. Estrada, 29, still has time to burnish his resume,
but it says here that he already passes muster.

Wanheng Menayothin
Menayothin, the class of the
105-pound strawweight division,
faces some of the same obstacles
on Estrada’s road to the Hall – and
then a few more. He is a tiny, lighthitting fighter with an unfamiliar
name who hails from a faraway
land. And with virtually no amateur
background (Menayothin began
his career as a Muay Thai fighter)
and having never fought outside
his native Thailand, he’s lacking
some of the usual laurels to satisfy
boxing’s cognoscenti.

Deontay Wilder
What’s your poison? Enjoy a tall drink of water who takes
the form of a Greek god, throws lightning bolt right hands and
transforms a knockout highlight reel into a snuff film? We have
your guy. But if your idea of a Hall of Fame heavyweight is a classic
blend of technical skill, amateur pedigree and big-game conquests at
the professional level, Wilder still leaves you wanting.
With 40 knockouts, no defeats and a current streak of nine title
defenses in 42 fights, Wilder passes more than just the eye test. Those
numbers are far more impressive than the 33-year-old Alabama
native’s Eyes Wide Shut ringwalk get-ups or awkward attempts
at performative oration. Still, the closest thing in Wilder’s dossier
to a definitive victory over a world-class opponent is a stoppage
of Luis Ortiz, during which Wilder was buzzed and behind on the
scorecards of some observers. A decisive win in a November rematch
with Ortiz would validate the results of the first fight. Following
that up with a takedown of Tyson Fury, whom Wilder drew with
last year, could get him over with some Hall voters. If Wilder tops it
off by unifying the division, whether that means clipping Andy Ruiz
or Anthony Joshua, then it’s a wrap.

Leo Santa Cruz
On the initial pass through the candidates, Santa Cruz made
our list of Hall shoo-ins. His qualifications are estimable: titles at
118, 122 and 126 pounds, plus wins over Victor Terrazas, Cristian
Mijares, Abner Mares (two) and Carl Frampton – the latter being
payback for the single defeat on Santa Cruz’s record. Critical
acclaim isn’t an issue. The 30-year-old from Michoacán, Mexico,
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is a crowd-pleasing and dizzyingly busy puncher, and he has been a
regular in the Transnational Boxing Rankings pound-for-pound top
10 for the past two years.
So what else is Santa Cruz expected to do? A suggestion: Deliver
a lead-pipe-lock win against a prime, world-class opponent. Terrazas,
Mijares and Mares were washed, or nearly so, by the time Santa Cruz
wiped them out. Both acts of the Frampton duology were indecisive
– a pair of majority decisions. Dispatching Gary Russell Jr.? Meh.
Oscar Valdez? Now we’re talking, although promotional ties would
likely prevent it. Josh Warrington? That could do the trick.

Errol Spence Jr.
The gap between what we
see in the ring and what can be
confirmed with evidence that
hold up to the light may be wider
for no other fighter than Spence.
That’s no dig. With speed, power,
an uncanny command of distance
and an underappreciated ring IQ,
Spence has all the ingredients for
a Hall of Fame career. He just
needs to get cooking.
Wins over a shopworn
Lamont Peterson, a damaged
Kell Brook and, well, Chris
Algieri don’t exactly scream
Baddest Man on the Planet, but
Spence, 29, has yet to stumble
either. In March, Mikey Garcia
became far and away the best and most accomplished fighter
Spence has faced, and although that pairing was an unfortunate
size mismatch from the start, Spence’s dominance was complete and
unsparing. Southpaws with his abilities don’t come along very often,
and the welterweight division isn’t lacking for worthy competition.
A combination of Danny Garcia, Shawn Porter, Keith Thurman and
Pacquiao would begin building a meaningful HOF case for Spence.
But his surest path to Canastota goes through Crawford.

Jermall Charlo
Jermall and twin brother Jermell, 29, both former 154-pound
titlists, have bristled against insinuations they’ve been protected by
their promoter and don’t seem interested enough, based on their
actions, in changing those opinions. Of the two, Jermall, who is
now 29-0, with a middleweight title and wins over Julian Williams,
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Matt Korobov and Austin Trout, has
the more legitimate beef.
But if his representatives don’t find
a way to bridge the promotional gap,
Jermall runs the risk of going down
as a skilled, athletic and charismatic
fighter who tops out, at best, with a
future win over, say, Daniel Jacobs. A
lot can change in the next five years
or so, but as it stands, Charlo needs
the proving ground of a fight with
Golovkin, Alvarez or both to establish
a legacy worthy of Hall of Fame
consideration. The clock is ticking.

Oleksandr Usyk
Usyk has earned his “A”
at midterm: a 333-15 amateur
record, Olympic gold and a
marauding campaign to unify
the cruiserweight division,
capped by a dramatic stoppage
of “Pretty” Ricky Conlan
(aka Tony Bellew). But with
miles to go before he sweeps
into Canastota, the 32-yearold Ukrainian is sitting on an
incomplete grade.
The good news: If Usyk
keeps doing what he does, he’ll
waltz into the Hall. But that
will be no small feat. The plan is for Usyk to conquer new lands – chiefly,
the heavyweight landscape – starting with Carlos Takam in September.
But a bicep injury scuttled the fighters’ scheduled May date, and with
Usyk now entering his mid-30s, any signs of physical breakdown have
to be a concern. If his health holds out and Usyk graduates to facing the
class of the division, a win over Wilder or Fury would amount to the
flying colors needed to pass through the Hall’s doors.

SORRY, BUB —
WE ’RE ALL FULL
Sergey Kovalev
That crazy-eyed Vlad
the Impaler persona Usyk
has slipped into? It once
belonged to Kovalev, who
wiped out 26 of the first
29 opponents he faced
by stoppage. (One of the
few he didn’t punch out
was living legend Bernard
Hopkins, whom Kovalev
beat by decision.) A 2013
destruction of undefeated light heavyweight titlist Nathan Cleverly
began a reign at 175 pounds that saw Kovalev make eight defenses of
his belt – and pick up two more along the way.
But context is everything. Hopkins, when Kovalev beat him, was
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set to turn 50 years old. The other most notable wins during Krusher’s
streak of defenses: a couple of stoppages of Jean Pascal – good work
if you can get it, but not exactly echoes-in-Valhalla material. Backto-back losses to Andre Ward showed us where the limit was for
Kovalev, and a knockout defeat to Eleider Alvarez lowered the bar
a bit more. To ensure his place in the Hall, Kovalev, 36, would have
to turn back Anthony Yarde on August 24 and then turn back time
against at least one of the new guard at 175 (Oleksandr Gvozdyk,
Dmitry Bivol and Artur Beterbiev). Don’t bet on it.

Adrien Broner
Navigating
the
semantic
minefield and maze of misdirection
that is boxing promotion takes a
special kind of mental gymnastics.
Phrases
like
“four-division
champion” and “weight limit”
can be distorted like Fluffy Iglesias
in a funhouse mirror. That’s “The
Problem.” All you need is physical
gifts you just can’t wait to waste,
a hair-brushing gimmick and a
promoter without an ounce of
shame, and like Adrien Broner,
you too can win a shiny alphabet
belt in four weight classes!
By now we can be certain that Broner is a paper tiger. He has more
blown weigh-ins to his name than wins over credible opponents, and
the kindest comment that can be salvaged from his Hall of Fame,
ahem, candidacy is that he avoided being knocked out by Pacquiao,
Mikey Garcia, Shawn Porter and Marcos Maidana. With Broner
going 0-2-1 in his past three fights – a split decision over Adrian
Granados in 2017 marks his last win – we can safely move on.

Amir Khan
Khan, a 2004 Olympic silver
medalist, created more than a
little excitement in his United
Kingdom homeland with 14
knockouts in his first 18 fights.
Then, in 2008, he met Breidis
Prescott, and it’s been downhill
– or stumbling sideways or to
the seat of his pants – ever since.
We kid, of course. (A little.) By
returning with wins over Marco
Antonio
Barrera,
Marcos
Maidana and Zab Judah, even
in their calcifying states, Khan succeeded where many other hyped
prospects have failed: He bounced back from a devastating knockout
blow to author a respectable career.
But we aren’t debating entry to the Hall of Pretty Good. Even
given the IBHOF’s questionable three-fighters-elected-annually
policy, Khan’s two-division titleholder status doesn’t qualify as a
point of entry. He has picked around the edges of the top 10s at 140
and 147, but Khan has been far too chinny to overcome his stiffest
challenges (Terence Crawford, Canelo Alvarez) and even next-best
challenges (Danny Garcia and Lamont Peterson) against prime foes.

Srisaket Sor Rungvisai
Thailand’s Sor Rungvisai turned pro at age 23, promptly shipped
off to Japan for his first two fights and wound up starting 1-3-1 in
his first five. For a good long while, his was a fun little story about
a local kid making good
– Sor Rungvisai won
his next 26 fights, 25
by knockout – but little
more. Still an unknown
among even die-hards
when he arrived for his
first U.S. fight in 2017,
Sor Rungvisai shocked
the boxing world with
a majority draw victory
over Roman Gonzalez –
then removed all doubt
about his legitimacy
with a knockout win in
the rematch.
But two wins – no matter how epic they may be – do not a
Hall of Fame career make. In retrospect, Sor Rungvisai’s style was
tailor-made for Gonzalez and he probably caught Chocolatito
as he was winding down. The Thai fighter went 1-2 in his only
other world-class bouts, against Juan Francisco Estrada (twice)
and Carlos Cuadras. As recently as 2016, Sor Rungvisai fought
three consecutive times against opponents in their professional
debuts. Takes a bit of the bite out of a career 47-5-1 (41) record.

Carl Frampton
Frampton may fight on to
make us regret this selection,
but a close inspection reveals a
few telling fissures in his 26-2
(15) record and two-division
titleholder status. First, all but
three of those 28 career fights
were contested in the U.K. –
many of them in Frampton’s
native Belfast. That alone
shouldn’t count as a strike
against him, but Frampton
also has had a habit of working over pseudo-stars (Kiko Martinez,
twice) and catching otherwise compelling opponents with one foot out
the door (Steve Molitor, Chris Avalos). Transposing those matchups
against his toughest challenges (a split decision win over Scott Quigg,
a 1-1 record against Leo Santa Cruz and a loss to Josh Warrington),
Frampton’s career begins to feel a tad too … curated.
Credit where it’s due: the decision over Santa Cruz (in Brooklyn),
edging the war with Quigg and a pillar-to-post win over Nonito
Donaire (which looks better by the day) are feathers in Frampton’s
cap. He’d need a few more, though, to hear a call from the Hall –
and at 32, he has likely seen his best days in the ring. ★
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